
Jobs Today 

Question. Can young people today still live up their commitment for a better world in a paid job?  
Automatically a follow-up question arises. Do companies exist that  want to and or can improve the current state of the 
world? If so - how are they positioned? What do they produce, mediate and or provide, for which paying customers? 

What do young, committed people have to provide to qualify for a job in mentioned companies? What training do 
they have to undergo to contribute in and to the spirit of their ideals? Does university or practical training hold greater 
promise? Or combinations? Hands-on first and then the theory.  

A triangle hence exist between a young person’s ideal, suitable education to realise it and job market realities. If we 
exclude the elite from these considerations, question of alternatives to paid jobs will soon arise.  

Is paid work automatically meaningful? To answer let us consider the following question. How much knowledge does 
a standard paid employee have of effects of the work he or she provides? Or, asked the other way round. If informed, 
would not many an employee reject the results of his work. And - in this context - unfortunately, a job is well done, even 
simply for its own sake, does not better the situation. Environmental damage cannot be mediated. 

One may hence come to the following conclusion? Above all information seems to lack in today’s world. Workers 
usually are not aware of the effects of their work on climate and society. Administration is engaged in management. 
Upper level staff and owners are concerned with market positioning.  

And who  asks the real questions, the ones which count? It could be the above-mentioned companies and their 
employees of a new type. For them the following question arises, 

Which standards and ideals does habitation of this planet call for? 


